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Abstract: Software functional programming is a style of building the structure and elements of computer programs, that treats computation as the evaluation of mathematical functions and avoids state and mutable data. Functional programming emphasizes functions that produce results that depend only on their inputs and not on the program state - i.e. pure mathematical functions. It is a declarative programming paradigm, which means programming is done with expressions. Analysis of functional and imperative programs has the potential to contribute to the control of quality of software. Internal attributes, such as structural properties, measured in the static analysis, are claimed to have a correlation with external attributes, such as comprehensibility, maintainability and testability. Traditionally, static analysis and related tools focuses mainly on programs written in imperative programming languages. This paper focuses on comparative analysis on various types of models which can be used for both functional and non functional programming.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Functional and imperative programming have been an active area of research for many years, but relatively little of this research has been directed towards the software engineering aspects of functional programming. This may partly account for the slow adoption of functional programming in “real world” software development. A software measure is a mapping from the set of objects in software engineering world to a set of objects in the mathematical world. Software measurement is a quantified attribute of a characteristic of a software product or the software process. Objects in the mathematical world may be numbers or vector of numbers. These mapping can be defined on different scales such as nominal, ordinal, interval or ratio. [Zuse, 1991]. A measure can be used to characterize some property of software engineering objects quantitatively.

Measurement permeates everyday life and is an essential part in every scientific and engineering discipline. Measurement allows the acquisition of information that can be used for developing theories and models, and devising, assessing, and using methods and techniques. Practical application of engineering in the industry would not have been possible without measurement, which allows and supports production planning, production monitoring and control, decision making, cost/benefit analysis, learning from experience.
Software measurement is a technique or method that applies software measures to a (class of) software engineering object(s) to achieve a predefined goal. Such goals of measurement vary along five characteristics (Basili, 1989; Basili and Rombach, 1988): what software engineering objects are being measured, why they are being measured, who is interested in these measurements, which of their properties are being measured, and in what environment they are being measured.

Object of measurement. People measure different software engineering objects ranging from products to processes and entire projects. Example products are source code components, software designs, software requirements, and software test cases. Example processes are the architectural design process, the coding and unit test process, and the system test process.

Purpose of measurement. People measure software engineering objects for different purposes. Examples include characterization, assessment, evaluation, prediction, and improvement.

Subject of measurement. Different people or organizations are interested in measuring software engineering objects. Examples are the software designer, software tester, software manager, software quality engineer, and the entire software development organization.

Measured property. People may be interested in different properties of software engineering objects. Example properties include cost, adherence to schedule, reliability, maintainability, and correctness.

Context and environment measurement. Software engineering objects are measured in different environments. Example characteristics of an environment may be the kinds of people involved, technology used, applications tackled, and resources available.

II. SOFTWARE MODELS AND MEASURES

A modeling language is any artificial language that can be used to express information or knowledge or systems in a structure that is defined by a consistent set of rules. The rules are used for interpretation of the meaning of components in the structure. It is important to have many kinds of models and measures. Models and measures are in separable companions. Measures are intended to characterize some property of software is therefore, impossible to judge the appropriateness of a chosen measure without understanding the underlying property model the measure is supposed to quantify. In the following sections the different types of measures and models needed are discussed and examples of project, product, and process models and measures are given.

A. Types of Measures

There is a distinction between objective and subjective measures, abstract and specific measure, complex and simple measures, product and process measures, and direct and indirect measures. There is a lot of information that cannot be measured objectively; it may be an estimate of the extent or degree in the application of some technique, a classification, or qualification of problem or experience, usually done on a nominal or ordinal scale. An example may be the subjective measure team aperients with some technology. Such a measure can be defined in an operational way on a nominal scale as follows:

0. None
1. Have read the manuals
2. Have had a training course
3. Have had experience in a laboratory setting.
4. Have used it on a project before
5. Have used it on several projects before

Defining each value between 0 and 5 in an operational sense has the advantage of guaranteeing consistent data collection. Without such operational definitions, subjective measures are usually limited, because it is in the eye of the beholder to judge a given team as having an experience/end of either 0 or 5. Most measures reported in the literature are abstract measures in the sense that they are derived from some abstract model. They have to be tailored to the specific characteristic of an environment before they can be applied. Those tailored measures are called specific. Most measures reported in the literature are abstract measures in the sense that they are derived from some abstract model. They have to be tailored to the specific characteristics of an environment before they can be applied. Those tailored measures are called specific. For example the abstract Measure of fan-in-fan-out needs to be tailored to specific languages such as Fortran or Ada before it can be applied practically. Simple measures are those based on a single property; complex measures are those based on a vector of properties.

B. Types of Software Metrics

A software metric is a measure of some property of a piece of software or its specifications. Since quantitative measurements are essential in all sciences, there is a continuous effort by computer science practitioners and theoreticians to bring similar approaches to software development. The goal is obtaining objective, reproducible and quantifiable measurements, which may have numerous valuable applications in schedule and budget planning, cost estimation, quality assurance testing, software debugging, software performance optimization, and optimal personnel task assignments.

Process Metrics: Process metrics are known as management metrics and used to measure the properties of the process which is used to obtain the software. Process metrics include the cost metrics, efforts metrics, advancement metrics and reuse metrics. Process metrics help in predicting the size of final system & determining whether a project is running according to the schedule.

Products Metrics: Product metrics are also known as quality metrics and is used to measure the properties of the software. Product metrics include product non reliability metrics, functionality metrics, performance metrics, usability metrics, cost metrics, size metrics, complexity metrics and style metrics. Products metrics help in improving the quality of different system component & comparisons between existing systems.

The great promise of software metrics is that they may provide a concrete method to quantify the “quality” of software, and therefore the likelihood of defects appearing in particular sections of program code. However there has been little rigorous work to verify that software metrics can deliver on this promise. Barnes and Hopkins attempted to provide some much needed rigorous analysis of software metrics by analysing the evolution of a large library of numerical routines written in Fortran through a series of releases. They measured path count metric values for each routine in the library, in each release, and counted the number of defects over the lifetime of the library.
III. SOFTWARE MEASUREMENT OF FUNCTIONAL AND IMPERATIVE PROGRAMMING

Software measurement has become a key aspect of good software engineering practice. Measurement activities add value and keeps us actively involved in, and informed of, all phases of the development process. Measurement can help us to make specific characteristics of our processes and products more visible. Measurement encompasses quantitative evaluations that usually use metrics and measures which can be used to directly determine attainment of numerical quality goals. Despite all these advancements and envisaged benefits, software measurement does not seem to have fully penetrated into industrial practices. As far as the use of software measurement for quality evaluation is concerned, [1] have observed that its application has been as yet limited since most software metrics are still being used mainly for cost estimation. Hence, it is clear that everything should be measurable. If it is not measurable, we should make an effort to make it measurable [2]. Software testing is a vital element in the SDLC and can furnish excellent results if done properly and effectively [3] and software measurement can play a key role in increasing the effectiveness of testing process. The role of measurement in software testing has been exemplified by Munson [4]. He maintains that evaluating the test activities will give great insight into the adequacy of the test process and the expected time to produce a software product that can meet certain quality standards

A. Software Measurement process

The software measurement process must be an objective, orderly method for quantifying, assessing, adjusting, and ultimately improving the development process. Data are collected based on known, or anticipated, development issues, concerns, and questions. They are then analyzed with respect to the software development process and products. The measurement process is used to assess quality, progress, and performance throughout all life cycle phases [6]. The key components of an effective measurement process are:

- Clearly defined software development issues and the measure (data elements) needed to provide insight into those issues;
- Processing of collected data into graphical or tabular reports (indicators) to aid in issue analysis;
- Analysis of indicators to provide insight into development issues; and,
- Use of analysis results to implement process improvements and identify new issues and problems. The Figure 1 shows the software measurement process. The activities required to design a measurement process using this architecture are:

- Developing a measurement process to be made available as part of the organization's standard software process;
- Planning the process on projects and documenting procedures by tailoring and adapting the process asset;
- Implementing the process on projects by executing the plans and procedures; and
- Improving the process by evolving plans and procedures as the projects mature and their measurement needs change.
The characteristics of good software measurement are:

- Reliability - The outcome of the measurement process is reproducible. (Similar results are gotten over time and across situations.)
- Validity - The measurement process actually measures what it purports to measure.
- Sensitivity - The measurement process shows variability in responses when it exists in the stimulus or situation.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper has focused on the analysis of software with respect to functional and imperative programming techniques. Also this work has done the investigation on different types of models which can be used for both the above said programming. Therefore this work attempts to address this gap with the following contributions. A collection of metrics for use with functional programs has been identified from the existing metrics used with other paradigms. The relationship between the metrics and the change history of a small collection of programs has been explored. The above said work has also focused on software measurement towards functional and imperative programming. A collection of metrics for use with functional and imperative programming has been identified from the existing metrics used with other paradigms. The relationship between the metrics and the change history of a small collection of programs has been explored.
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